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Abstract—Recent studies showed that DRAM restore time
degrades as technology scales, which imposes large performance
and energy overheads. This problem, prolonged restore time
(PRT), has been identified by the DRAM industry as one of
three major scaling challenges.

This paper proposes DrMP, a novel fine-grained precision-
aware DRAM restore scheduling approach, to mitigate PRT. The
approach exploits process variations (PVs) within and across
DRAM rows to save data with mixed precision. The paper
describes three variants of the approach: DrMP-A, DrMP-P,
and DrMP-U. DrMP-A supports approximate computing by
mapping important data bits to fast row segments to reduce
restore time for improved performance at a low application error
rate. DrMP-P pairs memory rows together to reduce the average
restore time for precise computing. DrMP-U combines DrMP-A
and DrMP-P to better trade performance, energy consumption,
and computation precision. Our experimental results show that,
on average, DrMP achieves 20% performance improvement
and 15% energy reduction over a precision-oblivious baseline.
Further, DrMP achieves an error rate less than 1% at the
application level for a suite of benchmarks, including applications
that exhibit unacceptable error rates under simple approximation
that does not differentiate the importance of different bits.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s chip-multiprocessors, with an increasing number
of cores, demand large-capacity main memory for scalable
performance. For more than four decades, DRAM has been the
de facto choice for main memory. JEDEC’s standard specifies
the timing values for DRAM device operations [16]. Servicing
either a read or write request requires a restore operation to
charge cells in a DRAM row to a target voltage for reliable
access.

DRAM faces severe scaling challenges at 20nm and be-
low [15], [38], [37]. Scaling DRAM leads to smaller cells that
are slower and leakier [13], [40] with larger process variations
[30], [3]. As a result, it takes more time to charge the cells to a
target voltage due to (1) increased resistance of the bitlines and
the transistor-capacitor contact, and (2) decreased drivability of
smaller transistors [37]. This phenomenon, termed prolonged
restore time (PRT), has been identified as one of the three most
critical impediments to DRAM scaling [19], [8]. This paper
addresses PRT and its impact on performance.

Existing timing values are in jeopardy under extreme tech-
nology scaling. Since scaling leads to large process variation
(PV), future DRAM modules will have so many weak cells
that feasible repair schemes cannot mask all [40], [52], [41].
Consequently, staying with the current standard for timing
will harm chip yield and increase manufacturing cost dra-
matically. Relaxing (i.e., increasing) timing helps maintain

yield and supports tight profit margins. Unfortunately, timing
relaxation introduces significant performance degradation [19].
While the performance loss can be effectively mitigated with
recent schemes [58], [60], PRT remains a major performance
bottleneck.

Recently, approximation for DRAM has been proposed
to improve energy consumption by trading off computation
accuracy [27], [28]. By exploiting the intrinsic error resilience
of many modern applications, a DRAM sub-system can save
approximate data, while still achieving satisfactory computa-
tional results. Existing works on DRAM, e.g., Flikker [27],
focus on refresh energy reduction, which unfortunately has
limited impact on improving memory access latency [44],
[28]. Consequently, these schemes cannot mitigate the large
performance degradation due to PRT. In addition, the ben-
efits of these schemes can only be realized through error-
resilient applications, which greatly limits their applicability
for general-purpose computation.

This paper proposes a fine-grained precision-aware restore
scheduling technique, DrMP, that aggressively reduces restore
time to achieve high performance. DrMP is a suite of pro-
gressively capable techniques to support approximate, precise
and hybrid approximate-precise computing. We summarize our
contributions as follow:
• We propose DrMP-A to achieve high-performance ap-

proximate computing. By exploiting the variance in re-
store timing exhibited at different row segments of a
DRAM row, DrMP-A reduces the restore time such that
only two or four row segments are fully reliable. By
mapping the important data bits of different data types to
the reliable row segments, errors are avoided in critical
bit positions to keep application-level errors low. Using
this scheme, application performance is improved for
approximate computing.

• We propose DrMP-P to achieve high-performance precise
computing. DrMP-P stitches together fast, reliable row
segments from a pair of rows. One row of the pair has a
fast restore time, while the other row has a slow restore
time. Both rows are fully reliable. DrMP-P reduces the
average restore time to improve memory performance
with minimal architectural overhead.
We then propose DrMP-U that integrates DrMP-A and
DrMP-P to support both approximate and precise com-
puting. DrMP-U constructs two fast physical rows from
a row pair — one fast row for storing precise data and
one fast row for storing approximate data.

• We evaluate and compare our proposed schemes to the
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state-of-the-art. Our experimental results show that, on
average, DrMP achieves 20% performance improvement,
15% energy reduction and below 1% application-level
error rate over the precision-oblivious baseline.

II. BACKGROUND

A. DRAM Restore Time Degradation

Although technology scaling has long been the impetus
behind building memory with ever-more capacity, there are
several threats to scaling at nano-scales [15]. A recent industry
study by Samsung identified three major threats to scaling:
prolonged restore time (PRT), frequent refresh, and variable
retention time (VRT) [19].

DRAM restore is the device operation required to charge
memory cells after normal accesses. A restore operation is
needed for both read and write accesses. For read, the restore
time is the duration required after the read command (RD)
and before issuing a precharge command (PRE) to service the
next request. For write, the restore time is the time required
after receiving the data sent with the write command (WR) and
before PRE. The above timing for write is the cell recovery
time (tWR) specified in the JEDEC standard [16] 1.

Figure 1 shows the tWR 2 distribution of memory cells in
one memory module at different DRAM technology nodes.
The figure illustrates two scaling effects on restore time. First,
the mean value becomes larger. Due to larger contact resis-
tance, bit-line resistance, and the on-current of the transistor,
it takes an increasingly longer time to charge the capacitor
to the target voltage level [19], [58]. Second, the cells from
one module show increasingly larger process variations due to
the difficulty of precisely controlling the nano-scale geometry
parameters, such as gate length and capacitor size [30], [3].

Fig. 1: The cell restore time degrades as DRAM scales.

The current cell recovery time value, tWR, is 15ns, which
has been kept across several generations [48]. This value rep-
resents a trade-off between system performance and manufac-
turing yield and cost. However, as DRAM is further scaled, a
larger number of cells in future chips will have longer recovery
time. It quickly becomes infeasible to rescue these slow cells
(using a reasonable ECC scheme or number of spares) to
meet timing specifications. Instead, tWR has to be relaxed to
maintain high chip yield and low per bit manufacturing cost,
causing significant performance degradation and/or serious
yield loss [58], [59].

1The JEDEC standard specifies many other timing relationships as well. In
this paper, we also refer to tRAS and tRCD. tRAS is the required time that
a row has to be active to ensure reliable access. tRCD is the time required
between sending a row address and sending a column address.

2For ease of illustration, we mainly discuss tWR. In the paper, the effects
on reads (tRAS) and writes (tWR) are both fully considered and evaluated.

To mitigate the performance degradation from PRT, Kang
et al. proposed the co-design of a memory controller and in-
DRAM ECC to address the scaling challenge [19]. Zhang
et al. utilized DRAM organization to construct fast restore
regions [58], [60]. Zhang et al. proposed to truncate restore
operations on basis of the distance to refresh operation [59].
DrMP expands the design space with approximate computing,
which are orthogonal to past approaches for mitigating PRT.

In addition to PRT, memory refresh is expected to introduce
performance and energy overhead in scaled DRAM [37], [4].
Recently, many schemes have been proposed to address this
issue [11], [39], [55], [26]. DRAM scaling also leads to
variable retention time (VRT), which demands profiling with
strong ECC and a large guardband [20], [43]. Several schemes
have been described to reduce timing constraints for improved
memory performance [23], [51], [9], [50], [5], [24]. Our design
is aligned in this direction with the goal to address the PRT
challenge.

Model of scaling in this paper. To study the restoring
degradation, we generated DRAM chips using a scaling model
in [58], [60]. The model is similar to others in the litera-
ture [22], [61], [26], [3]. It considers scaling effects on restore
time at both circuit and architecture levels. We verified the
model’s distribution of weak cells (with slow restore time) and
the impact on timing are correctly aligned to studies involving
real devices [6], [19] as well as predicted relaxed timing from
recent industry patents [1], [2].

B. Approximate Computing

Approximate computing is an emerging paradigm that ex-
ploits the inherent error resilience of many modern applica-
tions where a small number of hardware and software errors
have little impact on the quality of program output [27],
[46]. For these applications, user data are often categorized as
either critical or non-critical. While non-critical data has error
tolerance, critical data must be protected to ensure correctness.

For main memory, most approximate computing approaches
focus on DRAM refresh energy. Flikker partitions data into
critical and non-critical groups [27]. It uses different refresh
rates for the groups to save energy. Raha et al. further
divide memory pages into quality bins with different refresh
and error rates, and enable quality-aware data allocation to
the bins [44]. Sparkk refreshes different chips in a DIMM
with different rates to reduce refresh power [28]. Refresh
can also be disabled completely for a subset of dedicated
applications with negligible impact [17]. Jung et al. describe
an approximate DRAM simulation framework [18]. Compared
to refresh operations, the degradation of restore time with
scaling slows down both read and write operations, leading
to more significant performance degradation.

In addition, approximate computing caches have been pro-
posed to improve effective cache capacity and achieve energy
savings [34], [35], [36]. For non-volatile memory, such as
Phase Change Memory (PCM), reduced write precision can
improve device lifetime and performance [47]. A progressive
transform codec can be used to maximize storage density with
minimized image distortion [12].
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Fig. 2: Baseline DIMM configuration. One row consists of eight row segments, one segment per chip. The number in the row
segment indicates the segment’s tWR value (in memory cycles).

To support approximate computing analysis, EnerJ uses
type qualifiers to map approximate data to low power stor-
age [46]. Schmoll et al. presented a flexible software-based
error handling [49]. Khudia et al. [21] and Mahajan et al.
[29] proposed to dynamically monitor errors and adjust com-
putation accuracy to meet the quality demand on the final
results. These schemes are orthogonal to our work so that they
can be combined with our design to further improve system
performance.

III. DRMP DESIGN DETAILS

A. Baseline Memory Organization
Figure 2 depicts the baseline memory organization in the

paper. A DIMM has two ranks while each rank has eight banks
that are spreading across eight DRAM chips (the baseline has
no ECC chip). We assume linear row layout across all banks
and ranks as follows. One row has 8KB data.
• Consecutive physical rows (i.e., the rows in physical

address space) are mapped to different banks. For exam-
ple, rows 0,1,...,15 are mapped to memory banks
0,...,7 in rank 0 and then to banks 0,...,7 in
rank 1.

• The physical address space is divided in half. Rows from
the two halves are interleaved. That is, after mapping rows
0,...,15, rows 0+K,...,15+K are mapped to banks
0,...,7 in rank 0 and banks 0,...,7 in rank 1,
respectively. We then continue to map rows 16,...,31
and so on. There are 2K memory rows in the memory
space.

In this configuration, each DRAM row has 8 segments spread
across 8 chips. Each segment is termed a row segment.

The memory controller sends addresses and commands to
the Register Clock Driver (RCD) on a DIMM, which enables
the synchronous operation of all eight DRAM chips. The data
are sent from each chip to the data bus independently. The
baseline follows JEDEC’s DDR3 specification [16]; we give
timing details in the experiments (see Section IV).

B. DRAM Restore Time Profiling
DrMP requires timing information about the memory. To

determine the required information, post-fabrication profiling

is done. In essence, this profiling tests memory under different
settings of tWR and tRAS to find the best restore timing for
DRAM row segments. The memory controller and the OS are
enhanced to do the profiling similarly to prior work [24], [56].
The enhancements are: (1) the OS and the memory controller
can alter timing values (tWR and tRAS) to check whether
specific timing values work correctly; (2) a March test [56]
checks the data integrity of each row by writing, reading and
verifying test bit patterns in different access orders; and, (3) the
test bit patterns are checked multiple times to ensure reliability
with given timing values.

Since DRAM restore has worse timing at lower temperature
[19], [1], profiling after a cold boot is safe. The timing
profile is then used in the online operation of DrMP. For
higher assurance, a temperature sensor could monitor memory
temperature and disable DrMP if the temperature falls below
the one during profiling, likewise to LPDDR [31]. Profiling
may need to address VRT through enhanced ECC and large
guardband, as described in prior work [20], [43].

Since DRAM cells use a similar charging process for both
reads and writes, tWR and tRAS are correlated, i.e., a row
segment having faster tWR also has a faster tRAS. Thus,
we only need to test a subset of typical combinations. For
example, tRAS and tWR have ranges [19,42] and [12,25],
respectively, in cycles. When setting tRAS=19, we try tWR=12
or 13. In total, we conduct binary search for 30 tRAS and
tWR combinations, resulting in around 5 tries to find the
best timing. Past work has demonstrated that a March test
can be performed at high speed, e.g., 0.4ms per row [56],
[45]. Therefore, the complete profiling can be done within 20
minutes.

The profile keeps two timing values (tWR and tRAS, 6
bits each) for each row segment, i.e., 12B per row, or 6MB
of profile data for a 4GB DIMM. The OS saves the profile
(including processed data, as we show next) in system storage,
i.e., hard drive or SSD, and loads it at boot-up.

C. Motivation

To motivate DrMP, we first examine the severity of PRT. We
followed the models in [58], [60] as described above. Although
PRT appears as a major scaling challenge, the number of weak
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cells (i.e., cells that take a longer time to restore) actually
remains small in our observations. However, the portion of
slow cells is significantly beyond the desired DRAM reliability
in modern computer systems. For example, recent in-filed
study [54] shows that the reliability is as low as 25 FIT
(failure in time per billion device hours) per Mbit, making
it impractical to integrate ECC with practical space overhead
to rescue the weak cells.

Rather than trying to rescue the weak cells, an alternative
solution to boost system performance is to aggressively reduce
tWR for approximate computing. This approach exploits the
error-resilience of many modern applications. Intuitively, if the
errors induced by restoring bit cells faster than their required
restore timing cause a tolerable number of application errors
(similar to the errors induced by reducing refresh frequency
[27]), then we may adopt existing approximate designs to
mitigate PRT.
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Fig. 3: The QoS degradation with larger tWR values.

We did an experiment to gradually reduce tWR to evaluate
the QoS degradation 3 for a suite of benchmark programs that
were used for approximate computing from the literature. The
results are summarized in Figure 3. The experimental setting
is described in Section IV. From the figure, it is clear that
application-level errors increase with decreasing tWR. This
effect happens because, given the same DRAM row, restoring
data with smaller tWR leads to more cells failing to reach
the target voltage level for reliable operation. The figure also
illustrates that different programs exhibit vastly different error
resilience. Some benchmarks, such as smm, only begin to
suffer from high application-level errors when tWR is reduced
to 15ns or smaller. Other applications, such as lu, begin to
suffer from significant errors at a larger tWR value of 20ns.
The high error rate (over 60%) observed for lu at 20ns is
generally considered unacceptable for approximate computing
[46], [34]. The figure shows that programs are sensitive to
the selected tWR value, and consequently, it is impractical to
uniformly reduce tWR.

Instead, we propose to reduce tWR at row granularity. DrMP
exploits process variations within and across DRAM rows such
that it can perform precision-aware restore scheduling.

D. DrMP-A: Approximate DRAM Restore

This section presents DrMP-A for high-performance ap-
proximate computing. In analyzing the ineffectiveness of the
simple approximation scheme in Figure 3, we observe that
restore errors may occur at random places in a row. Although

3QoS degradation is used to evaluate the output quality of approximate
computing, which is calculated by comparing the approximated outputs to
precise ones. The metrics are application dependent [46], [34]

these rows store non-critical data, depending on their data
types, the importance of erroneous data bits varies. As an
example, the sign bit and exponent bits of a floating point
representation tend to be more important than the last several
bits of the mantissa [28], [12]. For an integer that records
RGB colors, the first two or four bits of each byte are often
more important. Figure 4(a) shows the importance of bits of
a memory row located at different places for different data
types. If tWR is reduced below a reliable value, then errors
from the “too fast restore” will occur at fixed positions in an
application data value. If these positions are important bits,
then catastrophic errors might be induced.

Based on this observation, we propose DrMP-A to enable
per row approximation that achieves extremely low error rate.
Figure 4(b) illustrates how DrMP-A works.

Assume an approximate data declaration “float vf[...]”,
where the first 16 bits of each array element are tagged as
important. The OS support and the process to tag important
bits are discussed in later sections. DrMP-A attaches three
flags (Ui, Mi, tWRi) to each row i in the memory space
(0≤i<2K). The flags are used by the memory controller:
(i) Ui is a 3-bit usage flag to indicate how the important

bits of a row are categorized. DrMP-A uses the flags in
Table I; more flags can be added if needed.

(ii) Mi is an 8-bit bit vector to record the four fastest
row segments. For example, we have Mi=“01111000” in
Figure 4(b), which indicates that the row segments from
chips 1/2/3/4 are faster and precise.

(iii) tWRi is a 6-bit tWR value that records the tWR of
the second or the fourth (depending on Ui) fastest row
segment of a row. In the example, tWRi=19 indicates that
reducing the row tWR to 19 memory cycles ensures there
is no restore error in row segments from chips 1/2/3/4
while there might be errors in other row segments.

TABLE I: Definition of Usage Flag
“001” the first 2B of each 4B data are important
“010” the first 4b of each 1B data are important
“101” the first 2B of each 8B data are important
“110” the first 2b of each 1B data are important
“000” all bits are important; this is the baseline
“111” all bits are important; used in DrMP-P and DrMP-U

The memory controller schedules requests using the flags
as depicted in Figure 4(b). First, the controller uses Ui to
shuffle data bits into groups of important bits. Second, the
controller uses Mi to map the important bits to four reliable
faster row segments, i.e., the segments from chips 1/2/3/4 in
the example. At this point, the data are ready to be sent to
the memory module. Lastly, the memory controller uses tWRi
to determine when to schedule the next memory command to
maximize memory bandwidth usage.

DrMP-A is designed to achieve a good trade-off between
memory performance and computation accuracy. Using the
fourth fastest row segment’s tWR to determine the tWR of
the whole row ensures quick access to the row, improving
performance over a fully reliable baseline using the worst-
case row segment tWR. The majority of cells can be reliably
accessed with the fast tWR. In addition, by mapping important
bits to row segments with tWR values less than or equal to
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the row tWR, DrMP-A reduces the impact of restore errors,
which minimizes the error rate at the application level.
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E. DrMP-P: Pairing Rows for Fast Precise Computing

While DrMP-A speeds up approximate computing by short-
ening the restore time, its effectiveness is often limited by
the amount of non-critical data. We next reuse this hardware
enhancement to speedup precise general-purpose computing.

Our study of tWR values at row segment level shows that
the slowest row segments of different rows often fall on
different chips. Figure 5 illustrates typical tWR values for
two consecutive device rows. In the figure, the slowest row
segments of row i and i+K are from chip 0 and chip 6
(with tWRs of 40 and 36), respectively. Thus, we pair two
consecutive device rows to construct a fast row and a slow
row so that the average restore time can be effectively reduced,
which speeds up precise computing.

DrMP-P first creates K row pairs so that pair i contains
row i and row i+K (there are 2K rows in total and 0≤i<K).
These two rows are K rows apart in physical address space
and, as shown in Figure 2, next to each other on the device.
Each chip j contributes two row segments to each row pair,
referred to as LRS j and HRS j, respectively, as in Figure 5.
Here, we have:

LRS j Low device address row segment from chip j
HRS j High device address row segment from chip j

Without pairing, row i always contains LRS segments while
row i+K always contains HRS segments. With pairing, we re-
distribute the 16 row segments in a pair such that a new row,
while still having 8 row segments from 8 chips, contains a
mix of LRS and HRS segments. Forming a pair is simple: for
two device row segments of a pair in a chip, DrMP-P assigns
the faster one to row i and the slower one to row i+K, i.e.,
we get one fast row, i, and one slow row, i+K, respectively.

For the example shown in Figure 5, row i is composed of
HRS0, HRS1, LRS2, LRS3, LRS4, HRS5, LRS6, and HRS7.
Row i+K consists of the complementary row segments for the
pair. The tWR of each row is determined by the worst tWR of
the composed segments, i.e., 24 and 40, respectively for these
two constructed rows.

Bit flags. DrMP-P reuses the bit flags from DrMP-A. For
row pair i, we attach (Ui,Mi,tWRi) and (Ui+K ,Mi+K , tWRi+K)
to the two rows, respectively. (i) Ui and Ui+K are always set
to “111” for precise computing. (ii) Mi records the faster row
segment from each chip — ‘0’/‘1’ indicate LRS/HRS. For
the above example, Mi=“11000101” so that Mi+K = ∼Mi =
“00111010”. (iii) DrMP-P sets the tWR of each physical row
using the largest tWR value from its component row segments.

Memory scheduling. Figure 6 illustrates the scheduling of
memory operations in DrMP-P. The memory controller always
fetch a row’s DrMP bit flags before accessing the row (similar
to DrMP-A). If Ui is “111”, then ACT/RD/PRE commands
are sent to operate eight DRAM chips. The commands may
operate on either LRS or HRS of a row pair. DrMP-P activates
and accesses the LRS or HRS segments in a chip in two
consecutive bus cycles as follows. In this discussion, we use
a closed page policy.

When sending ACT, DrMP-P supplies the row address i,
which is used to index into the mapping vector table on
the DIMM. In the example, this retrieves Mi = “11000101”.
With this mapping vector, chips 2/3/4/6 are activated first.
The complementary others (chips 0/1/5/7) are activated in
the next cycle. The activations are shown in bold fonts in
Figure 6. Given that the two chip groups receive ACT and
RD commands in two consecutive cycles, their output data
have one memory cycle difference in the time of arrival at the
processor (assuming two rows have the same tRAS).
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While DrMP-P occupies two consecutive memory cycles for
activation, it does not trigger tRRD constraint (i.e., the row to
row delay, which restricts the number of ACT commands with
a time window) as the total number of row segments activated
is eight, the same as the baseline.

Extra timing. In DrMP-P, the RCD of each DIMM inte-
grates a 256-entry mapping vector table that holds recently
used mapping vectors, Mi. In addition, a one-bit enable wire
is added from the RCD to each chip, as shown in Figure 5.

Compared to traditional memory scheduling, DrMP-P intro-
duces two extra memory cycles on an access (modeled using
CACTI [14] as detailed in Section 3.8): (1) one cycle is used
to search the mapping vector table to determine which chips
to activate and access; (2) a second cycle is required due to
the delayed access to the second chip group.

DrMP-P for precise computing. DrMP-P speeds up precise
computing by adopting the new tWR timings when accessing
memory rows. As a comparison, in the row pairing-oblivious
baseline, row i has all LRS segments and row i+K has all
HRS segments — their tWR values are 40 and 36, respectively.
The average tWR is 38 assuming both rows are accessed with
same frequency. For the same access pattern, DrMP-P has an
average tWR of 32 = (24+40)/2+2 including the 2-cycle extra
access overhead.

F. DrMP-U = DrMP-A + DrMP-P

In DrMP-A and DrMP-P, a row pair is used either for
approximate or precise computing, but not a mix of both. In
this section, we propose DrMP-U, which combines DrMP-A
and DrMP-P to fully exploit fine-grained differences in restore
time of row segments.

DrMP-U relies on the fact that the slow logical row of
a pair for DrMP-P still has several fast row segments. For
example, row i+K in Figure 5 has two row segments with
tWR values smaller than or equal to 19. If this row is used to
save approximate data with usage flag “110”, the 1/4 important
bits can be saved in fast segments, such that the row tWR can
be reduced to 19, achieving a large performance improvement
for approximate computing. In addition, the simple segment
grouping strategy in DrMP-P is sub-optimal to support both.
Given that the tWR of row i is 24, it is unnecessary to take
the faster row segment (LRS, tWR=16) from chip 2. Using
a slower row segment (HRS, tWR=20) has no impact on the
final row-level timing. Yet, this choice improves the chance
of a smaller tWR when using the slow row for approximate
computing — the important bits can be saved in LRS of chip
2.

DrMP-U exploits this observation to construct two fast rows,
instead of only one in DrMP-P. A row pair is created from two
physical rows that are K rows apart, similar to DrMP-P. For
the pair containing rows i and i+K (0≤ i < K), DrMP-U uses
row i to save precise data and row i+K to save approximate
data. The pair bit flags (PUi, PMi, PtWRi) combine the flags
from the two rows, e.g., PUi consists of two sub-flags Ui and
Ui+K .

DrMP-U integrates DrMP-A and DrMP-P in one framework
with the flags. When PUi=“000/000”, the baseline is adopted

for the row pair and DrMP is disabled (no approximation).
When PUi=“111/111”, the row pair is in the DrMP-P mode
(precise-only computing). When PUi=“aaa/bbb” and “aaa” is
neither 111 or 000, the mode is DrMP-A and “bbb” cannot be
111 or 000 (approximate-only computing). If PUi is not one
of these cases, then PUi must be “111/bbb” where bbb can be
001, 010, 101, or 110, depending on what approximate data to
save in row i+K. This mode is DrMP-U (hybrid approximate-
and precise-computing).

PMi has two 8-bit bit vectors. The first vector assists the
access of row i for precise computing, as discussed for DrMP-
P. DrMP-U uses (1) the negation of the first bit vector; and
(2) the second bit vector to access row i+K . The former
determines the row segments to hold approximate data while
the latter determines the subset of segments to hold important
bits, as shown in Figure 7.

PtWRi saves two tWR values for accessing row i and i+K,
respectively. Both are fast accesses.

40 24
20

14 1619 34 20

C0 C1 C2

20 3622 1818 16 20

111001

DrMP flag table

C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

Bank

i i i

i 1,6,7 0,2,3,4,5

i+K i i+K i+K

i 0,2,3,4,5 1,6,7

i+K 2,3,4 1

1011110001111000 24 18

Ui,       Mi,                  tWRi

Ui+K,              Mi+K tWRi+K
16

Fig. 7: DrMP-U combines DrMP flags and uses two mapping
vectors to enable approximate computing.

For the example in Figure 7, when accessing row i+K
for approximate computing, DrMP-U uses “∼Mi”, i.e.,
“01000011’, to find that the approximate data are saved in
LRS0, HRS1, LRS2, LRS3, LRS4, LRS5, HRS6, and HRS7.
Given that Mi+K is “01111000”, the middle four segments
save important bits in chips 1/2/3/4, i.e., HRS1, LRS2, LRS3,
and LRS4.

Row segment grouping. To maximize the scheduling op-
portunity for approximate computing, DrMP-U needs to find
a better row segment grouping solution. The optimization
goal depends how the row pair is used. After profiling to
determine the best row segment tWR values, the OS performs
an exhaustive search to find the best row segment grouping for
different usage patterns. For a 4GB memory, it takes less than
20 seconds for one pattern, and less than 2 minutes for all five
usage patterns. If chip manufacturers conduct post-fabrication
test and regrouping, we will need a better heuristic. We leave
this to future work.

G. Precision-aware Memory Management

DrMP-P and DrMP-U couple the usage of paired rows,
which brings new constraints on memory allocation. For exam-
ple, assume rows i and i+K (0≤i<K) are paired by DrMP-U
such that rows i and i+K save precise and approximate data,
respectively. Row i, after being reclaimed by the memory
allocator, may not be allocated to store approximate data. This
is because storing approximate data in row i needs a new Mi
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Fig. 8: The OS assisted memory management for DrMP.

while row i+K needs the negation of the old Mi to determine
data locations, which prevents loading another Mi.

We use Figure 8 to illustrate precision-aware memory allo-
cation. For simplicity, we apply DrMP only to allocate normal
user data. We do not allocate memory space for device drivers
or DMA operations. Modern OSes, like Linux, adopt buddy
allocation to allocate blocks of consecutive memory pages to
user applications. Linux’s buddy allocator maintains an array
of 11 freelists that link free blocks of 2l pages (0≤i≤10). A
request asking for more than 210 pages is served by multiple
blocks. Given a 2l-paged block whose first page address is
x, its paired block is defined as the 2l-paged block whose
first page address is either x+P/2 (if 0≤x<P/2) or x-P/2
(if P/2≤x<P), here P is the total number of memory pages.

In DrMP, a memory request specifies not only the size but
also the required precision:

void *malloc(int size, char UsageFlag);

Here, UsageFlag is a 3-bit flag as shown in Table I. To service
this request, DrMP adds a 6-bit usage flag “aaa/bbb” to each
block in the freelist. The flag describes the usage of the block
and its paired block. That is, a block whose starting address
is in the first half of the memory uses “aaa” while its paired
block uses “bbb”. The bold font in the figure indicates the flag
that is actually used by a free block.

When linking a 210-paged block to the freelist, the OS links
its paired block at the same time. The usage flags are initialized
for both blocks. DrMP saves the usage flag in the first byte of
each free block and this flag is carried to smaller blocks when
a large block is split, as shown in Figure 8. A valid usage flag
is one of the following:

1) “000/000” indicates that the two blocks are used as they
are in the baseline. DrMP is disabled.

2) “111/111” indicates that the two blocks are paired and
are used for precise computing only.

3) “111/aaa” indicates that the two blocks are paired and
used for mixed precision computing. The block with
the starting address in the low half of the memory is
for precise computing and the paired block (with higher
address) is for approximate computing. The flag aaa
can be one of “001”,“010”,“101”, and “110”, depending
on what approximate data to save in the block.

4) “aaa/aaa” (when aaa is neither “000” nor “111”)
indicates the two blocks are for approximate computing
only. They are not paired. aaa is set similarly as above.

With DrMP, a memory allocation request is serviced by the
memory allocator to provide a block of a matching size and
usage flag. In Figure 8, the request for one page of “001”-
type approximate data is satisfied by the third block in the #0-
freelist. The buddy allocator without DrMP extension would
return the first block instead.

The OS maintains a DrMP flag table to assist precision-
aware restore scheduling. Given each row pair, the table keeps
one entry that saves the usage flag, mapping bit vector, and
tWR values for both rows, as shown in Figure 8.

The OS fills in the DrMP flag table when it updates a
corresponding page table entry. The usage flags are extracted
from the allocated memory block. Based on the usage flag,
the OS loads the mapping bit vectors and tWR values from
the grouping results (as described in Section 3.6).

Fragmentation optimization. A concern for memory allo-
cation is that DrMP may increase system fragmentation. In
Figure 8, a request for a 24-paged block for precise computing
may not be satisfied even though there is a block with a
matching size. The request triggers a bigger block to be split,
creating additional small blocks in the system. We next discuss
optimization to minimize fragmentation.

DrMP combines compatible usage flags such that the OS
may return a block with a compatible (i.e., not exactly the
same) usage flag. For the example in Figure 8(a), to satisfy the
request for a 24-paged block with “010” flag, it is acceptable
to return a block with “111/001” flag and its starting address
is in the second half of the memory. We dynamically alter the
usage flag of the block to “111/010”. It is safe to do so because
either “001” or “010” set the tWR to the fourth fastest row
segments, and thus, they share the same mapping bit vectors
and tWR values for the row pair. In addition, DrMP can satisfy
the request with “010” flag with a block of a “001” flag. Here,
the OS returns a more reliable but slightly slower block.

H. Architecture Enhancements

Figure 9 shows an overview of the architectural enhance-
ments. The light color shaded boxes indicate the enhancements
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to support DrMP-A and the dark color shaded boxes indicate
the additional enhancements to support DrMP-P and DrMP-U.

Row segment profiling result

The mapping bit 
vector and tWR 
for different 
usage pairing

Fig. 9: An overview of architectural enhancements.

Space overhead. In the HDD, we save the row segment
profiling information that marks the best tRAS and tWR for
each row segment. The profile needs 6MB of storage for a 4GB
main memory. The OS then applies the row segment grouping
algorithm to get the mapping bit vectors and tWR/tRAS values
for each different pairing pattern. Given that we have five pat-
terns and each row is of 8KB, we need (8b+6b)×4GB/8KB×5
= 4.4MB HDD space for the mapping bit vectors. The DrMP
flag table occupies 1.1MB (= 4GB/8KB×(3b+8b+6b)) space.

Given that the bit flags are for 8KB rows, they show good
access locality, i.e., similar to the locality of a TLB buffer. We
use a 512-entry on-chip DrMP flag table to buffer the most
frequently accessed entries, which requires about 2KB space.
To support DrMP-P and DrMP-U, we add a 256-entry mapping
bit vector buffer in each DIMM, which occupies about 512B.
The buffer is organized as a direct-mapped cache with tag
fields maintained in the memory controller. Overall, the space
overhead is modest.

Timing overhead. We used CACTI [14] to model timing
overhead. DrMP has minimal timing overhead for DrMP-A.
It introduces two CPU cycles of extra latency to extract the
DrMP flags and shuffle the data based on approximate usage
flag. The overhead is added for both read and write accesses
because the data need to be remapped between the device
layout and logic layout.

DrMP introduces extra latency to pair rows for DrMP-P and
DrMP-U. As described in DrMP-P, two extra memory cycles
are needed — one cycle determines which chips to activate
and the other cycle is needed to send the device command.

Energy overhead. By introducing chip enable wires, DrMP
activates the same number of subarrays as the baseline. We use
CACTI to model the flag cache in the memory controller and
the map table buffer in the DIMM. The energy overhead is
negligible as shown in the experiments.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

To evaluate the effectiveness of DrMP on approximate
computing, we adopted the two-phase methodology from past
work [34], [36]. In the first phase, we used a Pin-based

TABLE II: System Configuration
Processor four 3.2Ghz cores; 128 ROB size

Fetch width: 4, Retire width: 2, Pipeline depth: 10
Bus freq.: 800 MHz; Write queue capacity: 64

Memory Write queue high/low watermark: 40/20
Controller Address mapping: rw:cl:rk:bk:ch:offset

Page management policy: close-page with FRFCFS
1 channel, 2 ranks/channel, 8 banks/rank,
32K rows/bank, 8KB/row, 64B cache line
tCK=1.25ns, width: x8

DRAM tCAS(CL): 13.75ns, tRCD: 13.75ns, tRC: 48.75ns
tCWD: 6.25ns (5 cycles), tBURST: 5.0ns (4 cycles)
tRAS: 35ns, tRP: 13.75ns, tFAW: 24 cycles,
tRRD: 5 cycles, tRFC: 208nCK, tREFI: 7.8µs

simulator to instrument programs annotated for approximate
computing. The simulator tracks all loads and stores of integer
and floating-point variables and, based on the memory map of
weak cells (where timing exceeds reliable operation), injects
faults into memory operands at runtime. The memory map was
generated following the model of Zhang et al. [58], [60], and
the timing parameters were aligned with the industrial values
[19], [1], [2]. We integrated the usage flags in the memory
map so that different row segment pairing strategies lead to
different error rates at runtime. For this phase, we ran the
benchmarks to completion and compared the final output with
the one from the baseline run (i.e., with no restore errors).

In the second phase, we used a cycle accurate simulator,
USIMM [7], to compare performance and energy consump-
tion. USIMM executed the instructions tracked in the first
phase to make sure the two runs had the same instruction
flow. We modeled a 4-core chip multiprocessor following past
research [50], [39]. For the DRAM main memory, we used
the Micron SDRAM DDR3 [33] 4. Table II lists the details.

A. Benchmarks

We selected a suite of benchmark programs that were used
in the literature to evaluate approximate computing. As shown
in Table III, the benchmarks are from different domains,
including machine learning, financial analysis and scientific
computing. In addition, we included two memory intensive
applications libq and leslie from SPEC CPU2006 [53].
These two applications always demand precise computing.
They are used to form workloads with mixed precision de-
mands.

TABLE III: Evaluated Applications
Application Description Quality Metric % of approx

(Input) mem accesses
kmeans Machine Learning Image diff 45.4%

(Color image)
blackscholes Financial Analysis Avg. 6.3%

(Portfolio options) price error
raytracer 3D Image Renderer Image diff 4.0%

(Light, texture, etc)
sor Scientific Comp Mean 79.5%

(Grid pattern) entry diff
lu Scientific Comp Mean 98.0%

(Dense matrix) entry diff
smm Scientific Comp Mean 73.5%

(Dense matrix) normalized diff
For the evaluation, we manually annotated the benchmarks

to identify the data that can be approximated. This approach

4Whereas we are studying DDR3 in the paper, the proposed techniques are
applicable to other DRAM types, e.g., DDR4, LPDDR and HMC
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is the same as past work [35], [46]. Table III summarizes the
percentage of memory accesses that access approximate data.

B. Evaluation for Approximate Computing

To evaluate QoS, we compared the results from approximate
execution to those from the baseline with precise execution
and followed prior studies [46], [34] to compute application-
specific metrics. Traditionally, a flat threshold of 10% error
rate was set as the upper bound [46], [10], [34], [57]. However,
this error rate often leads to a large deviation [42], [25]. For ex-
ample, blacksholes is a financial analysis application from
PARSEC 3.0. Its QoS metric is stock/option price difference.
A 10% error for a $20 option leads to $2 difference, which is
significant and generally unacceptable [25]. Therefore, we did
not set a fixed percentage threshold. Our design goal is instead
to minimize the error rate with a performance improvement.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We studied and compared the following schemes.
— Baseline. This scheme mitigates PRT with fully

relaxed restore timing, i.e., tRAS=42, tWR=25, and
tRCD=15 [59]. The baseline adopts built-in spare rows
and columns to rescue the worst set of cells. The same
timing is applied to all chips.

— PRT-Free. This scheme assumes future DRAM chips
are free from PRT, and thus use the current JEDEC
timing, i.e., tRAS=28, tWR=12, and tRCD=11 [33].

— Approx-base-#. This scheme is baseline approxima-
tion schemes without dedicated techniques to protect
important bits. # is either 2 or 4, indicating whether the
row tWR is set to the 2nd or 4th fastest row segment.

— DrMP-A-#. This scheme is DrMP-A, where rows are
being utilized for approximate computing with important
data bits being protected.

— DrMP-P-#. This scheme is DrMP-P. The paired rows
are used to save precise data only.

— DrMP-U-#. This scheme is DrMP-U. Given one row
pair, the row with the low address saves precise data,
while the row with high address saves approximate data.

A. QoS of Approximate Computing

We first evaluated the effectiveness of our approximate
computing strategy. Figure 11 compares the QoS of different
schemes. Approx-base-n uses the tWR of the nth fastest
row segment. It is similar to DrMP-A-n except important bits
in a row are not mapped. From the figure, we observe that
mapping important bits greatly mitigates QoS degradation. For
example, mapping reduces 100% QoS degradation of lu to
0.31% in DrMP-4 when ensuring the reliability of four row
segments in each row.

We examined kmeans to check the visual effect of the
output image, as shown in Figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows the
precise output image with no restore errors. We observe that
Figure 10(b)(c)(d) shows a color change — the gray tail of the
eagle turns pinkish; and Figure 10(b)(d) shows visible noise.
DrMP-A-4 (Figure 10(e)) has no visible change compared to

the baseline. Therefore, it is important to reduce the error rate
in approximate computing. The bit remapping in DrMP-A is
effective in mitigating the QoS degradation.

B. Performance

Figure 12 reports the execution time of different schemes.
The results are normalized to Baseline. In the figure,
Gmean is the geometric mean of all workloads. For DrMP-A
and DrMP-U, we compared the schemes when setting the row
tWR to the 2nd and 4th fastest row segment for approximate
computing. For DrMP-P, we studied two page allocation
schemes — DrMP-P-rand is the baseline allocation that
returns a random page; DrMP-P-fast returns a random fast
page first, i.e., it uses all fast pages before allocating slows
ones.

On average, DrMP-A-4, DrMP-P-fast, and DrMP-U-4
have a 17%, 10.2% and 19.8% improvement over the base-
line, respectively. Not unexpected, random page mapping in
DrMP-P-rand lowers the speedup to 5.2%. The difference
between DrMP-A-2 and DrMP-A-4 (similarly, DrMP-U-2
and DrMP-U-4) is usually small. For applications that have
dominant approximate data accesses, such as lu and smm,
DrMP-U does better than PRT-Free. This improvement
happens because many rows that save approximate data have a
tWR faster than the standard 15ns tWR in PRT-Free. DrMP-
U achieves lower improvement for applications that are less
memory intensive with fewer approximate accesses, such as
kmeans and raytracer. Given the moderate difference of
performance and the notable contrast in QoS as reported in
Figure 11, we use the 4th fastest row segment in subsequent
sections.

C. Timing Values

Table IV compares the average restore timing in different
schemes. PRT-Free has the best timing, while Baseline
has the worst. Baseline, PRT-Free, DrMP-A-n do not
use row pairing, and thus, they have one set of average values.
The tRAS of DrMP-A is even better than PRT-Free because
the timing is aggressively reduced, which introduces restore
errors in some row segments. DrMP-A-2 has better timing
than DrMP-A-4 as it reduces the tWR more aggressively.

TABLE IV: Restore Timing Value of Each Row Pair
Low Address Row High Address Row

Scheme tRAS tWR tRCD tRAS tWR tRCD
(memory cycles)

Baseline 42 25 15 same as left
PRT-Free 28 12 11 same as left
DrMP-A-2 20 13 15 same as left
DrMP-A-4 22 15 15 same as left
DrMP-P 30 20 15 40 24 15
DrMP-U-2 30 20 15 19 12 15
DrMP-U-4 33 21 15 20 13 15

In DrMP-P, each pair has a fast row and a slow row. The
average of slow rows in DrMP-P is close to Baseline
as the slowest row segments do not change. The average
of approximate rows in DrMP-U-n is close to DrMP-A-n,
indicating that DrMP-U makes better use of device rows.
DrMP-P and DrMP-U report similar timings for low address
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(a) Precise baseline (0%) (b) Approx-base-2 (5.97%) (c) DrMP-A-2 (1.98%) (d) Approx-base-4 (2.16%) (e) DrMP-A-4 (0%)
Fig. 10: Visual effects for approximated runs for kmeans.
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rows because DrMP-U exploits mainly the fast row segments
in the slow rows.

D. Energy Consumption

DrMP reduces system energy consumption by speeding up
the program execution. Next, we study the memory energy
reduction in more details. Figure 13 reports memory energy
consumption in terms of background (bg), active/precharge
(act/pre), read/write (rd/wr) and refresh (ref). We fol-
lowed the Micron power equations and parameters [32], [33].
We used CACTI to model the DrMP flag cache in the
memory controller and in the DIMM. We observed that,
by improving application performance, the DrMP schemes
reduce the background energy the most. Overall, DrMP-U-4
achieves 15% energy consumption reduction, which is within
7% gap of PRT-Free. The primary contributor is the reduced
background energy because of the shortened execution time.
Read/write power/energy is also optimized with the reduction
in the restore time.

E. System Overhead

In DrMP, the 512-entry flag cache in the memory controller
is organized as 4-way set associative cache. On average, it has
97.8% hit rate. The CACTI simulation shows that the cache
has 0.35ns access latency, 0.02mm2 area, 1.5mW standby
leakage power and 5.45pJ energy per access. The DIMM
mapping table is organized as a 256-entry direct-mapped cache
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Fig. 13: Energy comparison.
with tags maintained in the memory controller. It has an
average 97.9% hit rate. The CACTI simulation shows that
this structure has 0.22ns access time, 0.016mm2 area, 1.14mW
standby leakage and 2.96pJ energy per access.

Frequently used flag cache entries are captured in the L2
cache and loaded to the flag cache and mapping table on
misses of these structures. The performance overhead is less
than 1%.

Due to limitations of our evaluation framework, we did not
evaluate the overhead of the buddy memory allocation. We
expect it to be low due to its invocation, i.e., to allocate blocks
of consecutive pages to processes, is less frequent per process.

F. Integration with Restore Truncation.

Restore truncation (RT) [59] is a recent PRT mitigation
approach. It partially restores memory cells to a low voltage
level, depending on the distance of an access to the next
row refresh. Since DrMP exploits error resilience through
approximate computing, these two designs are orthogonal.
Figure 14 reports the results when both schemes are adopted
(RT+DrMP). From the figure, RT+DrMP achieves a larger
performance improvement over RT: on average, RT+DrMP is
13.7% better than RT.
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Fig. 14: Performance comparison of DrMP and RT [59].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes DrMP, a fine-grained precision-aware
DRAM restore scheduling design, to mitigate performance
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degradation due to PRT in future DRAMs. We devised three
schemes to achieve the best trade-off between performance,
energy consumption, hardware overhead, and computation pre-
cision. Our experimental results show that, on average, DrMP
achieves 20% performance improvement over a conventional
relaxed timing design, while minimizing QoS degradation for
a suite of benchmark programs.
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